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In this paper we shall introduce the notion of order structure and use it to study
properties of a solution u(x, t) of a scalar linear parabolic equation. It is well
known that in one space dimension the number of zeros of u( } , t) is nonincreasing
with t. This zero number is an example of an order structure and the zero number
property is very useful in unfolding the structure of the global attractor of the semi-
flow generated by a scalar parabolic equation. We shall prove that in one space
dimension the zero number is the only order structure preserved by linear parabolic
equations. In two dimensions the only order structure preserved by linear parabolic
equations is the order structure induced by the comparison principle for second
order equations. Consequently, in two dimensions there does not exist a fine
decomposition into equivalence classes as in the one dimensional case.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let 0/Rd be a bounded connected domain with a smooth boundary
0 (we assume throughout that 0 is of class C3) and let c be a continuous
function on 0 , the closure of 0.
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Consider the heat equation with potential c and Neumann boundary
conditions
{ut(x, t)=2u(x, t)+c(x) u(x, t),un(x, t)=0,
for x # 0, t>0
for x # 0, t>0,
(1.1)
where n denotes the outward pointing normal to 0 at a point x # 0. The
problem of existence of a solution u(t) of (1) with initial condition u0 is
well posed in several function spaces and the solution operator [Tc(t)]t0
given by Tc(t) u0=u(t) defines an analytic semigroup. See Henry [7],
Lunardi [9], Mora [11], Pazy [13], and Stewart [14]. In particular (see
[11]), Tc(t) defines an analytic semigroup on
C 1n(0 )={. # C1(0 ) } .n =0 on 0= .
If d=1 and 0=(0, 1), this semigroup has the quite remarkable property
that for . # C 1n([0, 1]) the number of zeros of the function [0, 1] % x [
(Tc(t) .)(x) is nonincreasing with respect to t. This fact was alredy known
to Sturm [15] and was obtained rigorously by Nickel [12] and later dis-
cussed in various forms by several authors, for example, by Angenent [2],
Henry [8], and Matano [10]. This ‘‘zero number property’’ is interesting
in itself and has proved very useful in unfolding the structure of the global
attractor of the semiflow generated by a scalar parabolic equation in one
space dimension. See Angenent [1, 3], Brunovsky and Fiedler [4, 5],
Fiedler and Rocha [6], and Henry [8].
The following theorem is a restatement of a result by Angenent [2].
Theorem 1.1. Let N/C 1n([0, 1]) be the subset of functions with non-
degenerate zeros. For . # N, let Z(.) denote the number of zeros of .. Then
for  # C 1n([0, 1]), {0,
(i) the set 3=[t # (0, ): Tc(t)  N] is a finite set;
(ii) for t # 3 there exists an =0 such that for 0<=<=0 ,
Z(Tc(t+=))<Z(Tc(t&=)).
In this paper we shall investigate whether there is a result similar to
Theorem 1.1 in higher space dimensions.
2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF MAIN RESULTS
The number of zeros considered previously is a particular case of the
following abstract concept of an order structure.
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Definition 2.1. Let X be a Banach space. We say that X is endowed
with an order structure if there exist an open and dense subset H/X, an
equivalence relation t on H, and a relation of total order < on the
quotient space Ht such that
(i) Ht is not a singleton.
(ii) If the equivalence classes H(x) and H(y) of x, y # H satisfy
H(x)<H(y),
then there are neighbourhoods Ux and Uy of x, y, respectively, such that
x$ # Ux , y$ # Uy implies H(x$)<H(y$).
(iii) For every H # Ht
H=H >\ .K # Ht, K{H K + .
In the remainder of the paper we write H(x)H(y) (or, in short, xy)
when H(x)=H(y) or H(x)<H(y). If an order structure _=(H, t, <) on
X has the property
. # H implies &. # H and &.t.,
we say that _ is a symmetric order structure.
Condition (ii) in Definition 2.1 is a requirement on the continuity of the
order. In particular (ii) implies that, if H1 and H2 are distinct elements of
Ht, then any element x # H1 & H2 cannot belong to H. Together with
this observation, condition (iii) implies that the difference between H and
the closure H of H is the smallest possible. Condition (iii) restricts the set
of order structures by avoiding the possibility of constructing new order
structures from a given one in certain trivial ways. For instance, it prevents
the possibility of defining a new order structure by simply replacing H by
H"[x] and H by H"[x] when x # H is a accumulation point of H.
Moreover, condition (iii) implies that, if Bx is a ball centered at x and
H & Bx is dense in Bx , then x # H.
We give a few examples of Banach spaces with order structures.
Example 2.2. Let X be a Banach space. An order structure on X can
be defined by taking H=X; xty if and only if &x&=&y&, and
H(x)<H(y) if and only if &x&&y&.
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Example 2.3. Let X=C 1n([0, 1]) and H=N, where, as before, N
denotes the subset of X of functions with nondegenerate zeros. The equiv-
alence relation on H is defined by .t if and only if Z(.)=Z(), where
Z(.) denotes the number of zeros of .. If the order on the quotient
space Ht is defined by H(.)<H() if and only if Z(.)<Z(), then
(H, t, <) is an order structure on X.
Example 2.4. Let X=C 1n(0 ), where 0 /R
2. Let N/C 1n(0 ) be the
subset of functions that have 0 as a regular value:
N=[. # C 1n(0 ) | .(x)=0 implies {.(x){0]. (2.1)
The set N is open and dense in C 1n(0 ). Let H=N and define n : H  N,
where n(.) is the number of connected components of the set [.(x){0].
Then n : N  N is a continuous function. The equivalence relation on H
is defined by .t if and only if n(.)=n(). If the order on the quotient
space Ht is defined by H(.)<H() if and only if n(.)<n(), then
(H, t, <) is an order structure on X.
Example 2.5. Let X and H be defined as in Example 2.4. Set
z.=[x # 0 | .(x)=0];
then for . # H, z. is a smooth compact manifold of dimension one and we
can define l(.) as the length of z. . The function l : H  R is continuous
and we can define an order structure (H, t, <) on X by defining .t
if and only if l(.)=l() with corresponding order on the quotient space
Xt given by H(.)<H() if and only if l(.)<l().
Definition 2.6. Let X be a Banach space and T(t) a strongly con-
tinuous semigroup on X. If X is endowed with an order structure
(H, t, <), then T(t) is said to preserve the order structure on X if
(i) for each x # X which is not a fixed point of T(t) the set
3=[t # (0, ) : T(t)x  H] is a discrete set;
(ii) for t, t$  3 with t$>t
H(T(t$)x)H(T(t)x);
(iii) if H, H $ # Ht with H<H $, then there exist an integer p1,
equivalence classes Hi # Ht, i = 1, ..., p, points xi # Hi , i = 1, ..., p,
yi # Hi+1 , i=0, ..., p&1, and ti>0, i=1, ..., p, such that
yi&1=T(ti)xi , i=1, ..., p
H0=H and Hp=H $.
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Condition (iii) in the above definition avoids, for instance, the construc-
tion of new order structures from a given one such that H and t are fixed
and only the order < is changed without losing the property that
(H, t, <) is preserved by T(t). Suppose, for example, that X=: # A H: ,
where A is a totally ordered index set and H: are pairwise disjoint
invariant sets satisfying condition (iii) in Definition 2.1. Then we can take
H=X and xty if and only if x, y # H: for some : # A, and, if we do not
require (iii), we have an order structure preserved by T(t) for every
possible choice of a total order on A.
There is a rather simple way for constructing an order structure on
C1n(0 ) that is preserved by the semigroup defined by Eq. (1.1). Let
*1>*2= } } } =*k1>*k1+1= } } } =*k2>*k2+1= } } }
be the eigenvalues of 2+c, let M0 denote the eigenspace corresponding to
*1 , and let Mj , j1, denote the eigenspace corresponding to the first kj
eigenvalues. If Pj denotes the L2-projection onto Mj , then X=MjM=j ,
j1, where
M=j =Ker Pj={. # L2(0 ) } |0 .(x) (x) dx=0, \ # Mj= .
Define Cj , j0, to be the cone
Cj=[. # C 1n(0 ) | &Pj .&L2>&(I&Pj) .&L2].
Then Cj is an open subset of C 1n(0 ) and Cj/Cj+1. To obtain an order
structure that is preserved by the semigroup generated by Eq. (1.1), we set
H= .
j0
(Cj"Cj&1),
with C&1=< and Cj&1 the closure of Cj&1 in C 1n(0 ). On H we define the
equivalence relation .t if and only if there exists an index j such that
both . and  belong to Cj"Cj&1. The relation of total order on the
quotient space Ht is defined by H(.)H() if and only if there exist
indices i and j with i j, . # Ci"Ci&1 , and  # Cj"Cj&1.
To prove that the semigroup defined by (1.1) preserves this order
structure, we first observe that for j0
&Pj Tc(t) .&L2e
*kj t &Pj .&L2 , t0,
&(I&Pj) Tc(t) .&L2e
*kj+1t &Pj .&L2 , t0.
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Therefore for . # Cj
&Pj Tc(t) .&L2e
*kj t &Pj .&L2>e
*kj+1 t &Pj .&L2
&(I&Pj) Tc(t) .&L2 .
This proves that Cj is positively invariant under Tc(t) and that 3 is a dis-
crete set. So (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.6 are satisfied. Condition (iii) of
Definition 2.6 is also satisfied. In fact, if .=.j+.k with j<k and .j # Mj ,
.k # M=j & Mk then there is a {>0 such that
T(&{) . # Ck ,
T({) . # Cj .
There is an essential difference between the order structure defined in this
way and the order structure defined by the number of zeros in C 1n([0, 1]).
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 2+c depend on the choice of c and there-
fore changing c entails a corresponding change in the order structure. The
order structure defined on C 1n([0, 1]) by the number of zeros does not
depend on the choice of the function c and its importance relies on this fact.
The preceding observations indicate that a proper generalization of the
order defined by the number of zeros in C 1n(0 ) to the higher dimensional
case should be an order structure that is preserved by the semigroup
generated by (1.1) for all possible choices of the function c.
Theorems A, A$, and B below characterize such order structures in
the cases d=1 and d=2. To state the theorems we need the following
definition.
Definition 2.7. Let X be a Banach space and let 7 be a collection of
order structures on X. An order structure (H, t, <) # 7 on X is called
maximal with respect to 7 if any order structure (H$, t$, <$) # 7 such that
(i) for each equivalence class H of t, there is an equivalence class
H $ of t$ such that H $/H;
(ii) If H $1/H1 , H $2/H2 and H $1$ H $2 , then H1H2 ;
coincides with (H, t, <).
Restricting to maximal order structures avoids the possibility of construct-
ing in a trivial way other order structures that are preserved by T(t) from a
given order structure (H, t, <) which is known to have this property.
For instance, in Example 2.2, given two equivalence classes H(a)=
[x # X | &x&=a] and H(b)=[x # X | &x&=b] with a<b, one can intro-
duce a new equivalence relation t$ such that xt$ y if and only if either
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&x&=&y& or a&x&b and a&y&b. This new equivalence relation
induces a relation of total order <$ on the quotient space Ht$ and the
fact that (X, t, <) is preserved by T(t) implies that (X, t$, <$) is
preserved by T(t) as well.
Let N and Z be as in Example 2.3. We define
N:j =[. # N | Z(.)= j, :.(0)>0], j=0, 1, ..., : # [+, &] (2.2)
and Nj=N
+
j _ N
&
j . Let N=[0, 1, 2, 3, ...].
Theorem A. Assume d=1 and let Tc(t) : C 1n([0, 1])  C
1
n([0, 1]) be the
semigroup associated with Eq. (1.1). Let 7s be the collection of all symmetric
order structures on C 1n([0, 1]) that are preserved by Tc(t) for all possible
choices of c # C([0, 1]). Then
(i) there is a unique maximal order structure _0=(H0, t0, <0)
in 7s ;
(ii) _0 is the order structure induced by the number of zeros (i.e.,
H=N, (Ht)=[Nj]j=0 and Ni<Nj if and only if i< j).
(iii) An order structure _=(H, t, <) belongs to 7s if and only if
(p1) for every H # Ht, there are integers h and k with hk such
that
H =\.
k
j=h
Nj+ ; (2.3)
(p2) H<H $ if and only if h<h$ in the representation (2.3) for H
and H $, respectively.
Theorem A$. Assume d=1 and let Tc(t) : C 1n([0, 1])  C
1
n([0, 1]) be
the semigroup associated with Equation (1.1). Let 7 be the collection of all
order structures on C 1n([0, 1]) that are preserved by Tc(t) for all possible
choices of c # C([0, 1]). Then
(i) _=(H, t, <) # 7 if and only if H, H$ # Ht satisfy
(p$1) H is equal to the closure of the union of a family of sets N:j .
(p$2) If
hH= inf
Nj
:/H
j and kH= sup
Nj
:/H
j,
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then
kH>hH+1 implies N:j /H, hH< j<KH , : # [+, &];
kH=hH+1 and N:hH , N
;
kH
/3 H implies
N:hH _ N
;
kH
/3 H $, for all H $ # Ht;
H=N:j implies H ${N
&:
j for all H $ # Ht.
(p$3) H<H $ if and only if hH<kH $ .
(ii) _0, the order structure induced by the number of zeros, is maximal
in 7, and _ # 7 is maximal if and only if for each j # N one of the following
is true:
Nj # Ht, N+j # Ht, or N&j # Ht.
From Theorem A we see that, besides _0, all other order structures in 7s
are obtained in a rather trivial way from _0. From the proof of Theorems A
and A$, it will become clear that a similar remark applies to Theorem A$
in spite of the apparent complication of the statement.
Theorem B. Assume d=2 and let Tc(t) : C 1n(0 )  C
1
n(0 ) be the semi-
group associated with Eq. (1.1). Then
(i) there is a unique order structure _0=(H0, t0, <0) which is
preserved by Tc(t) for all possible choices of c # C(0 );
(ii) _0 is the order structure induced by the positive invariance of the
cone
K=[. # C 1n(0 ) | .(x){0, x # 0 ].
In particular, H0=C 1n(0 )"K and the equivalence relation on H0 consists
of two equivalence classes H1=K and H1=C 1n(0 )"K , and the order <
0 is
defined by H1<0 H2 .
Theorem B says that there is no analogue of Theorem A in higher space
dimensions. In particular, besides the order structure induced by the com-
parison principle for second order parabolic equations, which can be con-
sidered almost trivial in this context, there is no other order structure that
is preserved by Tc(t) for all choices of c.
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we consider Eq. (1.1) but we also allow the function c to
depend on t. We shall collect several results concerning the existence of
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special solutions of (1.1) which can be used in the proofs of Theorem A, A$,
and B. In particular, we show that by a proper choice of the function c(t)
it is possible to control the evolution of the zero set of the solution to a
large extent.
Let u(x, t) be a smooth function such that u( } , t) # C 1n(0 ) & C
3(0 ). In
order for u to be a solution of
{ut=2u+c(t) u,un=0,
on 0,
on 0,
(3.1)
where c : [0, {]  C1(0 ) is Ho lder continuous, the velocity of the zero set
of u( } , t),
zt=[x # 0 | u(x, t)=0], (3.2)
must satisfy certain conditions which we now derive. These conditions
involve the differentiability properties of u, zt , and 0. We begin by
observing that if x0 # zt0 and the function u satisfies (3.1) then
ut=2u at (x0 , t0). (3.3)
We also note that if the function u satifies (3.1) then u( } , t) # C 3n(0 ), where
C3n(0 )={. # C3(0 ) } .n =
 2.
n
+
c
n
.=0 on 0= ,
and therefore if x0 # zt0 & 0
 2u
n
=0 at (x0 , t0). (3.4)
In order to state the first proposition we need some preparations. We shall
work in a neighbourhood of a point (x0 , t0) with x0 # zt0 and assume
{u(x0 , t0){0. (3.5)
Without loss of generality we can take (x0 , t0)=(0, 0). Assumption (3.5)
implies that zt is locally a C3-smooth curve. Let s be the curvilinear
abscissa along z0 near x=x0=0 (s=0 at x0) and let r be the signed dis-
tance from z0 , where r(x)>0 if u(x, 0)>0. In a neighbourhood of x=0,
the change of variables x  (r, s) is well defined. Therefore u can be con-
sidered as a function of r, s, and t, and zt can be represented by a function
r= r^(s, t) with r^(s, 0)=0. Differentiating the equation
u(r^(s, t), s, t)=0
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with respect to t and setting t=0 yields
ur v+ut=0, (3.6)
where v=v(s) denotes the velocity of z0 at s in the direction of the normal
to z0 . The velocity v is assumed positive if zt moves toward the region
where u>0.
Let H=H(s) be the signed curvature of z0 at s, where H is positive if the
normal to z0 at s (directed toward the center of curvature) points in the
region u>0. Let K be the signed curvature of 0 at the generic point x
of 0, where K is positive if &n points toward the center of curvature.
Note that if x0 # z0 & 0, then for x # 0 in a neighbourhood of x0 , the
curvature K can be considered as a function K=K(r).
We can now state the first proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let u(x, t) be a smooth function such that u( } , t) #
C1n(0 ) & C
3(0 ), and let x0 # zt0 such that {u(x0 , t0){0. Assume that H, K, v
and (r, s) are, as before, the curvature of zt , the curvature of 0, the velocity
of zt and the local coordinates near x0 . Then u satisfies (3.3) if and only if
v=&
2u
ur
=&
urr
ur
+H at (x0 , t0). (3.7)
Furthermore, if x0 # zt0 & 0, then u also satisfies (3.4) if and only if
2Kv+H $&K $=0 at (x0 , t0). (3.8)
Proof. With respect to the local coordinates (r, s), the Laplacian has
the following representation
2u=
1
1&rH
((1&rH ) ur)r+
1
1&rH \
us
1&rH+ s . (3.9)
On z0 we have r=0 and u=0, therefore,
2u=urr&Hur for r=0. (3.10)
From Eqs. (3.6) and (3.10) it follows that (3.3) implies (3.7). The reverse
implication that (3.7) implies (3.3) is obvious.
Next consider the case that x0=0 # 0 and (3.4) holds. Let s  q(s) # 0 ,
s0, q(0)=0 be the representation of z0 near 0. Then it follows from the
Neumann boundary conditions that q$(0) is a unit vector normal to 0
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at 0 and pointing toward the interior of 0. Therefore, Eq. (3.4) implies
using also (3.10),
 2u
n
=&
 2u
s
=&urrs+Hurs+H$ur=0 for r=s=0. (3.11)
The function u( } , t0) is a C 3-function. Hence q is a C3-function as well and
we can extend q as a C3-function for small negative values of s so that the
coordinates (r, s) are defined on a full neighbourhood of x0 . From the
assumption that 0 is at least of class C 3 it follows that the boundary of 0
can be represented by a C3-function x2=b(x1), where x1 is tangent to 0
at x0=0 and directed toward the region where u>0, and x2 is normal to
0 and pointing toward the interior of 0. The coordinates (x1 , x2) and
(r, s) are related by the equation
{x1=q1(s)+rq$2(s),x2=q2(s)&rq$1(s). (3.12)
The equation x2=b(x1) is equivalent to
q2(s)&rq$1(s)=b(q1(s)+rq$2(s)).
By the implicit function theorem this equation can be solved for s=s^(r)
with
s^(0)= s^$(0)=0 and s^"(0)=K.
Substitution of s=s^(r) into (3.12) yields a function x1=x^1(r) with
x^1(0)=0, x^$1(0)=1 and x^"1(0)=0.
The components of {u in the direction of the normal to z0 and in the
direction of the tangent q$ to z0 are given by ur and (1&rH )&1 us , and the
components of {u in the direction of x1 , x2 are given by
{u=\urq$2+(1&rH )
&1 us q$1
urq$1&(1&rH )&1 usq$2+ .
So, from the fact that u satisfies Neumann boundary conditions, we obtain
u
n
=
1
(1+b$2)12 _\ur q$2+
usq$1
(1&rH )+ b$+urq$1&
us q$2
(1&rH )&=0, (3.13)
where
q$=q$( s^(r)), H=H(s^(r)), and b$=b$(x^1(r)).
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Differentiating (3.13) twice with respect to r yields for r=0
{urs=Kur ,urrs=2Kurr+(K$&KH) ur .
These expressions of urs , urrs , and Eq. (3.11) imply that
2Kurr+(K$&H$&2KH) ur=0 for r=s=0. (3.14)
From this and Eq. (3.7), it follows that (3.4) implies (3.8). The proof that
(3.8) implies (3.4) follows by reversing the steps in the above argument. K
Notice that the above proof also implies
Proposition 3.2. Assume . # C 1n(0 ) & C
3(0 ) and x0 # z. & 0,
{.(x0){0. Let, as before, H, K, and (r, s) denote the curvature of z. , 0,
and local coordinates near x0 . Then . satisfies the boundary condition
 2.
n
=0 at x0
if and only if
2K.rr+(K$&H$&2KH) .r=0 at r=s=0.
In order to state the next proposition we need some more notation. Let
# be either
 a simple closed curve of class Ck contained in 0; or
 a simple arc of class Ck such that #/0 , # & 0=[x0, x1], where
x0{x1 are the endpoints of #, and # and 0 intersect at right angles.
Define 1 k to be the collection of all finite unions of such nonintersecting #.
So ‘ # 1 k is of the form
‘=#1 _ #2 _ } } } _ #m , #i & #j=<, i{ j.
It follows from the implicit function theorem that, if . # N & Ck(0 ), where
N is the subset of C 1n(0 ) of functions that have 0 as a regular value, then
the zero set of .,
z.=[x # 0 | .(x)=0],
belongs to 1 k.
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Let :yx/0 be a smooth arc with endpoints x, y # 0"‘ such that :
y
x and
‘ intersect transversally. We associate with : yx an index i
:(x, y) which
equals 1 if the cardinality of :yx & ‘ is even and &1 if the cardinality of
:yx & ‘ is odd. Standard arguments show that i
:(x, y) does not depend on
the particular arc : yx but only on the end points x, y. Therefore we simply
write i(x, y). Moreover the relation defined on 0"‘ by
i(x, y)=1
is an equivalence relation which partitions 0"‘ into exactly two classes. So
we can say that ‘ divides 0"‘ into two parts (defined by the two equiv-
alence classes). For example, the two parts into which 0"z. is divided
coincide with the sets
0+. =[x # 0 | .(x)>0],
0&. =[x # 0 | .(x)<0].
Definition 3.3. Given ‘0, ‘1 # 1 k we say that ‘0 can be C k-deformed
into ‘1 if there is a Ck-function j : [0, 1]_‘0  R2 such that
(i) j(0, ‘0)=‘0, j(1, ‘0)=‘1;
(ii) j({, } ) : ‘0  R2 is an imbedding and
‘{ :=j({, ‘0) # 1 k, { # (0, 1).
We remark that a Ck-deformation of ‘0 into ‘1 entails a continuous
variation of the two parts into which ‘0 divides 0"‘0 into the two parts
into which ‘1 divides 0"‘1.
Proposition 3.4. Let .,  # N and let U. , U/C 1n(0 ) be neighbour-
hoods of . and . Assume that
(i) z. can be C1-deformed into z in the sense of Definition 3.3;
(ii) if 0+{ is the deformation at { # [0, 1] of 0
+
. induced by the
deformation of z. , then 0+1 =0
+
 .
Then there are .^ # U. ,  # U , a C 1-function c : 0 _[0, 1]  R and a
corresponding solution u of (3.1) such that
{u( } , 0)=\
0.^,
u( } , 1)=\1 ,
(3.15)
for some strictly positive functions \0, \1.
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Proof. The implicit function theorem and assumptions (i) and (ii) imply
that if &.&.^&C1 and && &C1 are sufficiently small, then z.^ , z # 1
1 and
z.^ can be smoothly deformed into z with the additional assumption (ii)
satisfied. Using a density argument, we can choose .^ and  to be smooth
functions (say of class C3(0 )) and similarly we can assume that the function
j : [0, 1]_z.^  R
2 that realizes the deformation is also a C3-function. In the
remaining part of the proof we shall drop the ‘‘hat’’ to keep the notation as
simple as possible. We shall also assume that, if the intersection of
‘{= j({, z.) and 0 is nonempty, then the set ‘{ is slightly and smoothly
extended outside 0 so that local coordinates can be defined in a full neigh-
bourhood of a point in ‘{ & 0. To prove the proposition we shall construct
a family of functions u{ such that the zero set of u{ is given by ‘{. All the
constructions to define the family u{ can be made to depend smoothly on
{ # [0, 1]. Therefore the function u : 0 _[0, 1]  R, u( } , {)=u{ will be a
smooth function. In particular, the derivative of u with respect to { is well
defined.
(a) The family u{ away from 0. Let U { be a $-neighbourhood of ‘{.
We choose $ so small that the signed distance r=r(x) from ‘{ and the
projection y=y(x) onto ‘{ are smooth functions of x # U{. In U{ we define
u(x, {)=r+ 12a(y) r
2, (3,16)
where a : ‘{  R is a smooth function (locally a smooth function of s, the
curvilinear abscissa along ‘{) that we will define later. Note that, for r=0,
the function u defined in (3.16) satisfies
{ur=1,2ur=a&H, (3.17)
where, as before, H=H(y) is the curvature of ‘{ at y (positive if &{(y), the
normal to ‘{ at y directed inward 0+{ , points toward the center of
curvature).
Let v : ‘{  R be the normal velocity of ‘{, v(y) is taken positive if ‘{
moves inward 0+{ at y # ‘
{. Then v is given by
v(y)=( j{({, y0), &{(y)) , y= j({, y0). (3.18)
If we set
a( y)=&v(y)+H(y), (3.19)
then Eq. (3.17) and Proposition 3.1 imply that
u{=2u on ‘{. (3.20)
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(b) The family u{ near the boundary. The set ‘{ & 0 is finite
(possibly empty). We shall first show that, if ‘{ & 0 is nonempty, then we
can assume, by making C 1-small perturbations of . and , that at each
y # ‘{ & 0 the kinematical condition (3.8) is satisfied.
Let x1=g(x2), where g(0)=g$(0)=0 and g"(0)=H(y), be a local
representation of ‘{ near y (we take the origin at y and local coordinates
(x1 , x2) with x1 tangent to 0 and x2 orthogonal to 0 at y=0). We can
correct ‘{ by changing g to
g~ (x2)=g(x2)+
1
6
+x32/ \x2$ + , (3.21)
where / is a C cut-off function (0/1; /(s)=1 for s1; /(s)=0 for
s2) and $ and + are to be specified later. For the corrected ‘{, the
derivative with respect to arclength of H at y is given by
H $=g$$$(0)++.
Hence + can be chosen so that (3.8) holds. The C1-norm of the correction
is controlled by $ and can be made as small as desired by choosing $ suf-
ficiently small. Once ‘{ has been corrected in this manner, it is also a
standard matter to adjust . and  correspondingly by a small C1 perturba-
tion.
To define u{ near 0 in a neighbourhood of y # ‘{ & 0 we use a set of
local coordinates which is better suited for imposing the boundary condi-
tions. We assume y=0 and let s [ q(s), q(0)=0 be the local representation
of ‘{ near y=0 (s is arclength, positive inside 0) and let r  p(r), p(0)=0
be the local representation of 0 near y=0 (r is here the curvilinear
abscissa along 0, increasing toward 0+{ ). The implicit function theorem
implies that the equation
x=p(r)+\ p$1(r)p$2(r)
&p$2(r)
p$1(r) + q(s)
defines a smooth change of coordinates x [ (r, s) in a neighbourhood V of
y=0. The main feature of the coordinates (r, s) is that the lines r=
constant and 0 intersect at right angles. In V we define u{ by
u(x, {)=r+ 12:(s) r
2 (3.22)
and we assume that
:$(0)=0, (3.32)
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in order for u, defined by (3.22), to satisfy Neumann boundary conditions.
Next we shall show that we can choose : such that
v=&
2u{
|{u{|
on ‘{ & V.
Once this condition is satisfied we have, from the proof of Proposition 3.1,
 2u{
n
=2Kv+H $&K $ (r=0, s=0)
and therefore, since the family { [ ‘{ is such that the kinematical condition
(3.8) holds, we also have
 2u{
n
=0 (r=0, s=0).
A standard, but rather involved computation shows that on ‘{ & V (that is,
for r=0),
{ |{u
{(0, s)|=1+Ks+O(s2),
2u{(0, s)=:(s)(1+2Ks+O(s2))&H&(H $&K $+2KH ) s+O(s2),
where H, K, H $, and K $ are computed at s=0 and r=0, and O(s2) denotes
the higher order terms in s. Therefore :(s) must satisfy
:(s)=
&(1+Ks)v+H+(H$&K$+2KH) s
1+2Ks
+O(s2) (3.24)
This equation uniquely determines :(s) for s0 in a neighbourhood of
s=0. On the other hand we also require that Eq. (3.23) be fulfilled. Thus
we need to show that :(s) defined by (3.24) implies :$(0)=0. To verify this,
we first note that since v=v(s) is also restricted by the condition that ‘{
intersects 0 orthogonally, we have
v$=&Kv (s=0).
Therefore by differentiating (3.24) and setting s=0 we obtain
vK=:$+2K:&H $+K $&2HK&K(:&H ) (r=s=0).
So using the fact that :=H&v, it follows from (3.24) that at s=0,
0=:$&2Kv&H $+K $.
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Thus taking into account that { [ ‘{ satisfies the kinematical condition
(3.8), we obtain that the function : defined through (3.24) satisfies
:$(0)=0.
(c) Matching the families u{ defined in U and V. Recall that ‘{ has
been smoothly extended outside 0 so that the orthogonal projection
y(x) # ‘{ of x on the extended ‘{ is well defined and smooth for x in a
neighbourhood V of y # ‘{ & 0. Let s : V  R be the function defined by
the equation
y(x)=q(s(x)),
where q is, as before, the local representation of ‘{. Define /^ : V  [0, 1] by
/^(x)=/ \s(x)$ + ,
where / is a C cut-off function (0/1; /(_)=1 for &1_1;
/(_)=0 for |_|2) and $>0 is a sufficiently small number. To distinguish
between the two families of functions defined in (a) and (b) we use the
notation u{U and u
{
V . We match the two families by setting
u(x, {)=(1&/^(x)) uU(x, {)+/^(x) uV(x, {) for x # V. (3.25)
Then u{=u{U away from the boundary 0 (for s(x)2$ ) and u
{=u{V near
0 (for s(x)$ ). Therefore we have by parts (a) and (b) that Eq. (3.3) is
satisfied on ‘{ near and far away from 0. Next we observe that for the
family u{ defined by (3.25), Eq. (3.3) is actually satisfied on all of ‘{.
Indeed, from the fact that on ‘{ both {u{U and {u
{
V are orthogonal to ‘
{
while {/^ is parallel to ‘{, we find
2u{=(1&/^) 2u{U+/^ 2u
{
V ,
|{u{|=(1& /^) |{u{U |+/^ |{u
{
V |.
Therefore, using that u{U and u
{
V both satisfy Eq. (3.7) on ‘
{, we have
&
2u{
|{u{|
=&
(1&/^) 2u{U+/^ 2u
{
V
(1&/^) |{u{U |+/^ |{u
{
V |
=v on ‘{
and Proposition 3.1 implies the claim.
(d) Completing the definition of the family u{. In parts (a), (b), and
(c) we have constructed, in a neighbourhood of ‘{ that we denote again
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by U, a smooth function u{, here labeled by u{U , that satisfies Eq. (3.3)
on ‘{, Neumann boundary conditions, and also the condition
 2u{
n
=0 on ‘{ & 0.
To extend u{U to the whole of 0 we start by observing that, by construc-
tion, we have
{u
{
U>0
u{U<0
on 0+{ & U,
on 0&{ & U.
(3.26)
We will define u{ in 0 by matching the function u{U defined in parts (a),
(b), and (c) with the step function
{u (x)=1u (x)=&1
for x # 0+{ ,
for x # 0&{
. (3.27)
In a neighbourhood W of 0 in 0 , we take
uW(x, {)=(1&/~ (x)) u (x)+/~ (x) uU(x, {), (3.28)
where /~ : W  [0, 1] is a smooth function that depends on x # W only
through the orthogonal projection x^ of x on 0 and /~ (x)=1 if d(x^, ‘{)$,
/~ (x)=0 if d(x^, ‘{)2$, where $>0 is a small number. The definitions of
u{ and /~ imply
u{W
n
=0 on 0.
Next let O/0 be a sufficiently small neighbourhood of ‘{ _ 0. Define
u{O : O  R by u
{
O=u
{
W in O & W and by u
{
O=u
{
U in O"W. Then u
{
O satisfies
Neumann boundary conditions and coincides with u{U in a neighbourhood
of ‘{. Therefore, once u{O has been smoothly extended to u
{ : 0  R
by matching with the step function u , we obtain a smooth map
u : 0 _[0, 1]  R, u(x, {)=u{(x) such that
{
z{=‘{,
(3.29)
u{=2u on ‘{,
u
n
=0 on 0,
 2u
n
=0 on ‘{ & 0.
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(e) Conclusion. We finally show that there is a C1-function
c : 0 _[0, 1]  R such that u(x, {)=u{(x) satisfies Eq. (3.1) not only on
the zero set z{ but on the whole of 0 . That is, u is a classical solution of
(3.1) corresponding to a particular choice of the function c( } , {). For
x # 0 "z{ , we trivially define
c(x, {)=
u{(x, {)&2u(x, {)
u(x, {)
.
The function c( } , {) defined in this way extends to a continuous function.
This can be seen as follows. Set
c(x, {)=
f (p, ’)
g(p, ’)
,
where p belongs to the smooth manifold Z/0 _[0, 1], Z={ z{ , ’ is
normal to Z, and
f (p, 0)=g(p, 0)=0.
Since x # z{ is a nondegenerate zero of u( } , {) we can also assume that
g
’
( p, 0)=1.
Hence
lim
’  0
c(x, {)=
f
’
( p, 0),
uniformly in p. This proves the claim. A similar argument applied to

’ \
f
g +=
1
g \
f
’
&
f
g
g
’+=
F
g
shows that the extended function c( } , {) is actually C1. The solution
u( } , {)=u{ was constructed in such a way that z{=‘{ and, in particular, so
that
z.=zu( } , 0) , z=zu( } , 1) .
Moreover, by construction,
0+. =0
+
u( } , 0) , 0
+
 =0
+
u( } , 1) .
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This implies the existence of strictly positive functions \0 and \1 such that
(3.15) holds. K
Remark 3.5. In the proof of Proposition 3.4 we have made explicit
reference to the two dimensional case. With obvious simplifications the
above arguments also apply to the one dimensional case.
In the following BR(x0) denotes the open ball of radius R centered at x0 .
In the following proposition, we can assume, without loss of generality,
that the center x0 coincides with the origin and we write BR=BR(0).
Proposition 3.6. Let ,,  # N and U. , U/C 1n(0 ) be neighbourhoods
of . and . Assume that there is a ball BR/0 such that
(i) .(x)=(x) for x # 0 "BR ;
(ii) there is a function : : (&R- 2, R- 2)  (0, R- 2) such that
z. & BR=[(x1 , x2) | x2=\:(x1), |x1 |<R- 2],
z & BR=[(x1 , x2) | x1=\:(x2), |x2 |<R- 2].
Then there exist C1-functions c, c., c : 0 _[0, 1]  R and corresponding
solutions u, u., u of Eq. (3.1) such that
\0..^=u
.( } , 0), \0u( } , 1)=u
( } , 0),
(3.30)
\1.u( } , 0)=u
.( } , 1), \1 =u
( } , 1)
for some .^ # U. ,  # U and strictly positive smooth functions \i. , \
i
 ,
i=0, 1.
Proof. (a) By a construction similar to the one in the proof of
Proposition 3.4 we can construct a C3-function .^ # U. which satifies the
condition
H $=K $ on z.^ & 0, (3.31)
that is, condition (3.8) with v=0. Let . # N & C 3(0 ) be a function that
outside BR has the same sign as .^ and therefore satsifies
z. "BR=z.^"BR . (3.32)
Assume that
z. & BR=[(x1 , x2) | x2=\: (x1), |x1 |<R- 2] (3.33)
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and
z. & (B R0"BR0 2)={(x1 , x2) | x2=\ x1- 2 ,
R0
2 - 2
<|x1 |<
R0
- 2= (3.34)
for some : : (&R- 2, R- 2)  (0, R- 2) and 0<R0<R. Assume, more-
over, that
2. =0 on z. . (3.35)
(A function . with these properties can be constructed by gluing the func-
tion .^ | 0 "BR with a suitable function defined on BR and then multiplying
the result by a strictly positive function).
(b) Fix $>0. For { # [&$, $ ], let
v(x, {)=x22&
1
2x
2
1+{
and define u ( } , {) : 0  R by
v(x, {), x # B R02 ,
u (x, {)={/( |x| ) v(x, {)+(1&/( |x| ) . (x), x # B R0"BR0 2 , (3.36). (x), x  BR0 ,
where / : [0, )  R is a C cut-off function such that 0/1; /(r)=1
for rR0 2 and /(r)=0 for r>R0 . From the definition of u it follows,
provided $ is small, that the set zu ( } , {) satisfies
zu ( } , &$) & BR=[(x1 , x2) | x2=:\(x1), |x1 |<R- 2] (3.37)
for some smooth :\ : (&R- 2, R- 2)  (0, R- 2). The function u has
the property that
u {(x, {)=2u (x, {), x # zu ( } , {) , x  B R0"BR0 2 . (3.38)
Indeed, for x # BR0 2 , we have u (x, {)=v(x, {) and therefore (3.38) holds
because v is a solution of the heat equation. For x  BR we have
u (x, {)=. (x) and therefore u {(x, {)=0 which together with (3.35) implies
(3.38). We now add a correction w to u so that the modified function
u( } , {)=u ( } , {)+w( } , {) has the same zero set as u and satisfies (3.38) also
for x # B R0"BR0 . In order to define w we note that, for $ small, the set
z{ & (B R0"BR0 2)
is close to the set z. & (B R0"BR0 2) described in (3.34) and hence is the
union of four arcs near the four line segments x1=\- 2 x2 . Let #{ be one
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of these four arcs and let # =#0 be the corresponding line segment. Let
_=_*(r, {), R0 2rR0 be the representation of #{ in polar coordinates
_, r with the polar axis aligned to # . Then the definition of u (in (3.36))
implies that there is a number 0<_ <const $ such that for $ small and
{ # [&$, $],
&_*&C1<_ , (3.39)
|{u (x(_, r), {)|>const>0, r # [R0 2, R0], |_|3_ . (3.40)
For |_|3_ , r # [R0 2, R0], we define w{ by
w(x, {)= 12/ (_) p(r, {)(_&_*(r, {))
2, (3.41)
where p is a function to be specified later and / is a C cut-off function
such that 0/1, / (_)=1 for |_|_ , and / (_)=0 for |_|2_ . Then, for
x # #{(_=_*(r, {)), we compute
w{(x, {)&2w(x, {)=p(r, {) \ 1r2+(_r*(r, {))2+ . (3.42)
Since $ is small, we see from Eq. (3.39) that we can take
p(r, {)=&
1
r&2+_r*(r, {)2
(u {(x, {)&2u (x, {))x # #{ , (3.43)
which implies that for x # #{
u{(x, {)&2u(x, {)=(u(x, {)+w(x, {)){&2(u(x, {)+w(x, {))=0. (3.44)
We define w in a similar way near the other three arcs. From (3.38) it
follows that p vanishes together with its derivatives of all orders at r=R0 2
and r=R0 . Therefore the function w( } , {) extended by 0 outside B R0"BR0 2
is smooth. We have now established (3.44) on #{. It remains to show that
the union of #{ and of three similar arcs forming zu ( } , {) & (B R0"BR0 2) coin-
cides with zu( } , {) & (B R0"BR0 2). In order to see this, we note that from
Eq. (3.36) it follows that
u {(x, 0)&2u (x, 0)=0, x # # ,
and therefore that by taking $ small we can ensure that, for x # #{ and
{ # [0, 1], the quantity u {(x, {)&2u (x, {) and its derivative along #{ is
smaller than a given =>0. This and Eq. (3.43) imply that $ sufficiently
small makes w small in the C1-sense. From this and Eq. (3.40) it follows
that
zu( } , {)=zu ( } , {) . (3.45)
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So we obtain
u{(x, {)&2u(x, {)=0 on zu( } , {) . (3.46)
(c) For (x, {) # 0 _[&$, $] define
c(x, {)={
u{(x, {)&2u(x, {)
u(x, {)
, x  BR0 2 & zu( } , {) , (3.47)
0, x # BR02 .
The function c is well defined and C1-smooth. In fact, for x # BR0 2 , u(x, {)
is an exact solution of the heat equation. Outside a neighbourhood of the
origin it follows from the definition of u (in particular, from . # N, (3.40)
and the smallness of w in the C1-norm) that
{u(x, {){0 on zu( } , {) .
Hence the same argument as given in part (e) of the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.4 shows that c can be extended as a C1-function to the whole of
0 _[&$, $].
(d) Since .^ is near . in the C1-norm, it follows from assumption (ii)
and (3.37) that z.^ can be smoothly deformed into
zu( } , &$)=zu ( } , &$ )
in the sense of Definition 3.3 (assumption (ii) in Proposition 3.4 also being
satisfied). Furthermore we have, by construction,
zu ( } , &$ )"BR=z.^"BR
and hence we can choose the deformation such that ‘s"BR is independent
of s # [0, 1]. This together with (3.31) implies that condition (3.8) is satified
with v=0. Therefore we conclude from the proof of Proposition 3.4 that c.,
u. and \i. , i=1, 2, as required exist. A similar argument based on the fact
that zu ( } , $ ) can be smoothly deformed into z shows the existence of c, u,
\i , i=1, 2 and  # U with the required properties (after a rescale of
time). K
If x # 0 is near 0, the projection x^ of x on 0 is uniquely defined and
a smooth function of x. The transformation
(r, s) wh x, (3.48)
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where r is the curvilinear abscissa of x^ on 0 and s=|x&x^|, is a smooth
change of coordinates in a neighbourhood of a given x # 0. In the sequel,
we set r=0 at x and
QR=[x # 0 : |r|<R, 0s<R], (3.49)
where we shall assume R so small that QR looks like a little rectangle.
Proposition 3.7. Let ., , # N and U. , U/C 1n(0 ) be neighbourhoods
of . and . Assume that there is x # 0 and R>0 such that
(i) .(x)=(x) for x # 0 "QR ;
(ii) A :=z. & QR=[x | x=h(\:(s), s), s # [0, R)],
where : : [0, R)  (0, R);
(iii) B :=z & QR=[x | x=h(r, ;(r)) r # (&R, R)],
where ; : (&R, R)  (0, R).
Then there exist C1-functions c, c., c : 0 _[0, 1]  R and corresponding
solutions u, u., u such that
\0..^=u
.( } , 0), \0u( } , 1)=u
( } , 0),
(3.50)
\1.u( } , 0)=u
.( } , 1), \1. =u
( } , 1),
for some .^ # U. ,  # U and \i. , \
i
 , i=0, 1, strictly positive smooth func-
tions. Furthermore, the same statement is true if the sets A and B in (ii) and
(iii) are interchanged.
Proof. In the proof of Proposition 3.6 we made use of the explicit solu-
tion of the heat equation v(x, {)=&12x21+x
2
2+{ to show that there are
solutions of (3.1) along which locally the zero set z. & BR is transformed
(modulo smooth deformations) into z & BR . The proof of Proposition 3.7
can be given along the same lines once we have showed:
(I) The existence of 0<R0<R and of a classical solution v : QR0_
[&$, $]  R of the heat equation which satisfies Neumann boundary con-
ditions on 0_[&$, $] and such that the zero set zv( } , &$ ) has the same
qualitative properties as the set A and the zero set zv( } , $ ) has the same
qualitative properties as the set B.
(II) The existence of an analogous solution v of the heat equation
such that the zero set zv( } , &$ ) has the same qualitative properties as the
set B and the zero set zv( } , $) has the same qualitative properties as the
set A.
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(a) If f # C 1n(0 ) & C
2(0 ) (considered as a function of (r, s) in a
neighbourhood of x ) satisfies
{ f
 r(0, 0)=0,
f rr(0, 0){0,
(3.51)
then the implicit function theorem implies the existence of a neighbourhood
U of f in C 1n(0 ) & C
2(0 ) and a C1-function r*: U  R such that r*( f )=0
and
fr(r*( f ), 0)=0, f # U. (3.52)
(b) We can assume that x =0 and that x1 is tangent to 0 at
x =0. Let . # C 1n(0 ) & C
3(0 ) be a function such that for (r, s) in a
neighbourhood of (0, 0),
. (r, s)=r2& 12 s
2& 23 Ks
3. (3.53)
This function is similar to the function v(x, 0) considered in the proof of
Proposition 3.6. The cubic term is chosen such that . satisfies not only
Neumann boundary conditions but also

n
2. =0. (3.53)
This last identity can be verified by using the expression for 2 in local coor-
dinates as in Eq. (3.9). We shall assume that . satisfies Neumann boundary
conditions and that (3.53) holds on the whole of 0. Then . belongs to the
domain of the Laplacian acting on C 1n(0 ).
(c) Define
v( } , {)=T0({+$ ) . +a, (3.54)
where $>0 is a small number, T0(t) : C 1n(0 )  C
1
n(0 ) is the analytic semi-
group generated by 2 on C 1n(0 ), and a is a constant to be specified later.
Since . # D(2), the general theory for analytic semigroups implies
lim
$ a 0
v( } , 0)=. +a, in C1n(0 ) & C
2(0 ),
lim
$ a 0
v{( } , 0)=lim
$ a 0
2T0($) . (3.55)
=lim
$ a 0
T0($ ) 2. =2. , in C 1n(0 ).
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From part (a) and the first of the Eqs. (3.55) it follows that, for $>0 suf-
ficiently small, there is a smooth function r*($) with r*(0)=0 such that

r
(T0($ ) . )(r*($ ), 0)=0. (3.56)
Next we choose
a=&(T0($ ) . )(r*($ ), 0). (3.57)
Then, for fixed small values of $>0 and R0>0, the function v : QR0_
[&$, $]  R defined by (3.54) is a smooth solution of the heat equation
which (when represented in local coordinates v=v(r, s, {)) satisfies
v(0, r*, 0)=vr(0, r*, 0)=0, vrr(0, r*, 0)>0,
{vs(0, r*, 0)=0 vss(0, r*, 0)<0, (3.58)v{(0, r*, 0)<0,
where r*=r*($ ). In fact, v(0, r*, 0)=0 is a consequence of (3.57);
vr(0, r*, 0)=0 is just a restatement of (3.56); vrr(0, r*, 0)>0, vss(0, r*, 0)
<0 and v{(0, r*, 0)<0 follow from (3.55); vs(0, r*, 0)=0 is the Neumann
condition at x*=h(r*, 0). Together Eq. (3.58) implies that v has the
properties required in I. The construction of a function as described in II
follows by similar arguments. K
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS A, A$, AND B
We begin with two lemmata which will allow us to use Propositions 3.4,
3.6, and 3.7 in a systematic way to construct an order structure _=
(H, t, <) that is preserved by Tc(t) : C 1n(0 )  C 1n(0 ) for all possible
choices of the function c. The first result says roughly that the equivalence
class H(.) depends on . only through the zero set z. and the sign of ..
Lemma 4.1. Let Tc(t) be the semigroup defined by (1.1) on C 1n(0 ).
Assume that (H, t, <) is an order structure on C 1n(0 ) that is preserved (in
the sense of Definition 2.6) for every c # C 1n(0 ). If .,  # H and =\. for
some strictly positive C1-function \, then
.t. (4.1)
Proof. (a) We shall first show that given neighbourhoods of U. , U
of . and , there are .^ # U. ,  # U , and a strictly positive C 1-function \^
such that
 =\^.^, .^,  # N (4.2)
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and
\^
n
=0 on 0. (4.3)
Since the set of regular values of . is dense, there is, given a sufficiently
small number $, a constant a, |a|<$, such that .^ :=.+a has 0 as a
regular value; that is, .^ # N. On the other hand, if we define
\^(r, s)=\(r, s)&/ \s$+
\
s
(r, 0) s,
where r denotes arclength along 0, s denotes the distance from 0 and /
is a C-function so that /(s)=1 for s<$ and /(s)=0 for s>2$, then we
have \^ # C1 and \^ satisfies (4.3). Furthermore, since &\^&\&C0<const $, we
conclude that \^ is strictly positive. Therefore  has 0 as a regular value and
satisfies Neumann boundary conditions. Moreover, we have
& &&C1const $ (4.4)
and this implies that for $ sufficiently small,  # U . This proves the claim.
From the fact that C2(0 ) is dense in C 1n(0 ), see Mora [11], it follows
that we can assume without loss of generality that \^, .^, and therefore also
 are C 2-functions.
If . and  are not equivalent then we can assume, without loss of
generality that .<. Therefore, by Definition 2.1, it follows that by taking
$ sufficiently small we can assume
.^< . (4.5)
(b) Consider the change of variables u  v defined by
u=e=&1t log \^v. (4.6)
Notice that (4.2) and (4.3) imply that (4.6) defines a smooth homo-
morphism of C 1n(0 ) onto C
1
n(0 ). If we set c =log \^ and u=T=&1c(t) .^ (that
is, u is the solution of (1.1) with C==&1C and initial data u(0)=.^). Then
v satisfies the equation
{
vt=2v+2
t
=
({c } {v)+\t= 2c +
t2
=2
|{c | 2+ v
v
n
=0 on 0, v(0)=.^.
(4.7)
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Let S(t) : C(0 )  C(0 ) be the analytic semigroup generated by the
Laplacian with Neumann boundary conditions on X=C(0 ) (see Lunardi
[9], Mora [11], and Stewart [14]). Let X:, 0<:1, be the fractional
power space of order : associated with the Laplacian with Neumann
boundary conditions on X; that is,
X:=(D((&2):), & }&:) (4.8)
and
&.&:=&(&2): .&C(0 ) , . # X:. (4.9)
Provided with this norm X : becomes a Banach space and if :<;, then X ;
is continuously embedded into X::
X ;  X:, for 0<:<;1. (4.10)
The restriction of S(t) to X: defines an analytic semigroup on X: and
{&S(t) .&:M:e
|t &.&: ,
&S(t) .&:M:t&:e|t &.&C(0 )
(4.11)
for some constants | and M: , M:>0. Furthermore, for :>12, one has
the continuous embedding
X:  C 1n(0 ).
(See Pazy [13] for details and further results about fractional spaces.)
Define the linear operator B(t) : X:  C(0 ) by
B(t) v=2
t
=
({c } {v)+\t= 2c +
t2
=2
|{c | 2+ v. (4.12)
If, as we shall assume, :>12, then the embedding (4.10) implies that
Eq. (4.12) defines a bounded linear operator B(t) : X:  C(0 ). Further-
more, for s, t # [0, =], we have
&B(t) v&C(0 )C &v&: ,
(4.13)
&B(t) v&B(s) v&C(0 )
C
=
|t&s| &v&: ,
where C>0 is a constant independent of =.
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Equation (4.7) is equivalent to
{
wt=2w+q(t)+B(t) w,
(4.14)w
n
=0 on 0, w(0)=0,
where w=v&.^ and q(t)=2.^+B(t) .^ satisfies
&q(t)&C(0 )<C1 for t # [0, =], (4.15)
for some C1 independent of =. From the variation-of-constants formula
applied to (4.14) and the inequalities (4.11), (4.13), and (4.15) it follows
that
&w(t)&:M: |
t
0
|t&s| &: e|(t&s)(C1+C &w(s)&:) ds. (4.16)
Since &w(0)&:=0, there is a t # [0, =] such that &w(s)&:1 for s # [0, t ].
So provided t # [0, t ], inequality (4.16) implies
&w(t)&:
e ||| =M:(C1+C)
1&:
=1&:const =1&:. (4.17)
Therefore, for = sufficiently small, we find =<t and
&v(=)&.^&Cn1(0 )&w(=)&:const =
1&:. (4.18)
(c) From transformation (4.6) and estimate (4.18) we obtain
&T=&1c (=) .^& &Cn1(0 )=&\^(v(=)&.^)&Cn1(0 )const =
1&:. (4.19)
Because of Definition 2.1 and the assumption .^< , estimate (4.19) implies
that for =>0 sufficiently small
.^<T=&1c (=) .^. (4.20)
On the other hand, since T=&1c (t) preserves the order structure (H, t, <),
Definition 2.6 implies that
T=&1c (=) .^.^.
This contradiction concludes the proof of the lemma. K
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Lemma 4.2. Let _=(H, t, <) be an order structure on C 1n(0 ) such
that
(i) there is a c # C1(0 ) such that the semigroup Tc (t) preserves _;
(ii) if f, g # H and g=\f for a strictly positive C1-function \, then
f tg.
If c : 0 _[0, {]  R is a C1-function and Tc(t, s) denotes the evolutionary
system associated with Eq. (3.1), then for .,  # H & N and =Tc({, 0) .
.. (4.21)
Proof. From Definitions 2.1 and 2.6 it follows that it suffices to show
that in any neighbourhood of .,  there are .^,  such that  .^. In par-
ticular, we can assume that .,  # C2(0 ). Definitions 2.1 and 2.6 also imply
that, by making small C0-perturbations of c and c, we can restrict ourselves
to the case that c , c( } , t) # C 1n(0 ) & C
2(0 ). In fact, standard arguments
from semigroup theory yield, for : # (0, 1),
&Tc1(t, 0) .&Tc2(t, 0) .&:
const &.&: max
s # [0, {]
&c1( } , s)&c2( } , s)&C(0 ) (4.22)
and therefore, for :>12, the continuous embedding X:/C 1n(0 ) implies
&Tc1(t, 0) .&T2(t, 0) .&Cn1(0 )
const &.&: max
s # [0, {]
&c1( } , s)&c2( } , s)&C(0 ) , (4.23)
where we have used the assumption that . # C 1n(0 ) & C
2(0 ).
(a) First we shall estimate the difference between Tc(s+%, s) . and
e#(s) %Tc (%), where #(t)=c(t)&c and % # [s, {&s]. The change of variables
u=e#(s) %v, t=s+% (4.24)
transforms Eq. (3.1) into
{
v%=2v+c v+B(%) v,
(4.25)v
n
=0 on 0,
where
B(%) v=2%({#(s) } {v)+(#(s+%)&#(s)+% 2#(s)+%2 |{#(s)| 2) v. (4.26)
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The fact that v satisfies Neumann boundary conditions follows from (4.24)
and the assumptions on c and c( } , t). If :>12, Eq. (4.26) defines a
bounded linear operator B(%) : X:  C(0 ) and
&B(%) v&C(0 )C% &v&: . (4.27)
This estimate and the variation-of-constants formula applied to (4.25)
imply
&v(%)&:M:e|% &v0&:+M:C% |
%
0
(%&s)&: e|(%&s) &v(s)&: ds, (4.28)
for some constants M and |. From Eq. (4.28) and the generalized
Gronwall inequality (see Henry [7]), it follows that
&v(%)&:K &v0&: , (4.29)
where v0=v(0) and K depends only on M: , C, and {. The difference
w(%) :=v(%)&Tc (%) v0 satisfies the equation
w%=2w+c +B(%) v.
Therefore, by applying the variation-of-constants formula and using (4.29),
we obtain
&v(%)&Tc (%) v0&:M:CK &v0&: |
%
0
(%&s)&: e|(%&s)s ds
C$%2&: &v0&: .
This estimate together with (4.24) which, in particular, implies that
Tc(s+%, s) v0=e#(s) %v(%)
yields
&Tc(s+%, s) v0&e#(s) %Tc (%) v0&:&e#(s) %(v(%)&Tc (%)v0)&:
C"%2&: &v0&: .
(b) Next we estimate the difference
D=Tc({, 0) .& ‘
n
j=1
e#(tj&1) %jTc (%j) ., (4.30)
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where 0=t0<t1< } } } <tn={ and %j=tj&tj&1 , j=1, ..., n. From part (a)
we have
Tc({, 0) .= ‘
n
j=1
(e#(tj&1) %jTc (%j)+Rj (%j)) ., (4.31)
where Rj (%j) : X :  X: is a bounded linear operator with norm less than
C"%2&:j . Moreover, there is a constant C$$$ such that
&e#(tj&1) %jTc (%j)&:<1+C$$$%j . (4.32)
Therefore the difference D is of the type
D= ‘
n
j=1
(Aj+Bj) .
with
&Aj &:<1+C$$$%j , &Bj&:C$$$%1+pj , p>0.
We have (assuming A0=I and An+1+Bn+1=I ) that
D= :
n
i=1 \‘
i&1
j=0
Aj+ Bi \ ‘
n+1
j=i+1
(Aj+Bj)+ .. (4.33)
So if we set %M=max %j and C=max[C", C$$$] then
&D&:C &.&: % pM :
n
i=1
%i ‘
i&1
j=0
(1+C%j) ‘
n
j=i+1
(1+C(1+% pM) %j)
C &.&: % pM :
n
i=1
%i ‘
n
j=1
(1+C%j)(1+C(1+% pM) %j)
C &.&: % pM :
n
i=1
%i eC(2+%
p
M) 
n
j=1 %j
=C &.&: % pM{eC(2+%
p
M) {. (4.34)
Therefore, we conclude that
lim
%M  0
D=0, in X:
and, under our standing assumption :>12, also in C 1n(0 ).
(c) Conclusion. Suppose that the lemma is not true. Then
.<Tc({, 0) .=; (4.35)
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hence part (b) and Definition 2.1 imply that there exists a $>0 such that
for %M<$
.< := ‘
n
j=1
e#(tj&1) %jTc (%j) .. (4.36)
Set .1=. and
{.j= ‘
j&1
i=1
e#(ti&1) %iTc (%i) ., j=2, ..., n+1,
(4.37)
j=Tc (%j) .j , j=1, ..., n.
Definition 2.6(i) implies that, by slightly changing the choice of the tj ’s, we
can assume
j # H, j=1, ..., n. (4.38)
Furthermore, for each j there is a sequence =kj >0, =
k
j  0 as k  , such
that
.kj :=Tc (=
k
j ) .j # H. (4.39)
If k   then kj =e
&#(tj&1) %j%kj+1 converges to j . Since j # H and H is
open, it follows that, for k sufficiently large, kj # H. From this and
assumption (ii) it follows that
.kj+1tkj . (4.40)
On the other hand, for k sufficiently large, Eqs. (4.37) and (4.39) together
with assumption (i) imply
j+1.kj+1. (4.41)
So from (4.40) it follows that j+1kj . Hence Definition 2.1(ii) implies
j+1j and therefore
 =e#(tn&1) %n n1.k1 ,
where we have used (4.41). Because of Definition 2.1(ii) this identity con-
tradicts (4.36). This shows  .. A contradiction to (4.35). K
The following propositions are a direct consequence of Lemmata 4.1 and
4.3 and the results from Section 3.
Proposition 4.3. Let .,  be given as in Proposition 3.4. In addition,
assume that _=(H, t, <) is an order structure on C 1n(0 ) that is preserved
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by Tc(t) : C 1n(0 )  C
1
n(0 ) for any choice of c # C
1(0 ) and that .,  # H.
Then
.t. (4.42)
Proof. If (4.42) does not hold, then we either have .< or <..
Without loss of generality, we can assume
.<. (4.43)
Therefore there exist neighbourhoods U. , U of .,  such that .$<$ for
.$ # U. , $ # U . Let .^ # U. ,  # U , c, u, \0, and \1 be as given by
Proposition 3.4. Then there is an open ball B centered at u( } , 0) such that
1
\0
B/U. ,
1
\1
Tc(B)/U , (4.44)
where Tc :=Tc(1, 0) and Tc(t, s) is the solution operator of Eq. (3.1).
Since the set H & N is open and dense, there is a ball B0 with
B0/B & H & N. Furthermore, from the theory of parabolic equations,
Tc(C 1n(0 )) is dense in C
1
n(0 ). So there exists u
1 # Tc(B0) & H & N and
u0 # B0 such that u1=Tcu0. Therefore Lemma 4.2 yields
u1u0. (4.45)
On the other hand Lemma 4.1 and Equation (4.44) imply
{u
0t\0u0 # U. ,
u1t\1u1 # U .
(4.46)
But now Eq. (4.45) and (4.46) imply that
\1u1\0u0,
a contradiction to the choice of the neighbourhoods U. and U . This
shows that (4.43) is false. K
The proofs of the following two propositions are based on a simple den-
sity argument similar to the one given in Proposition 4.3 and are omitted.
Proposition 4.4. Let .,  be given as in Proposition 3.6. In addition,
assume that _=(H, t, <) is an order structure on C 1n(0 ) that is preserved
by Tc(t) : C 1n(0 )  C
1
n(0 ) for any choice of c # C
1(0 ) and that .,  # H.
Then
.t. (4.47)
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Proposition 4.5. Let .,  be given as in Proposition 3.7. In addition,
assume that _=(H, t, <) is an order structure on C 1n(0 ) that is preserved
by Tc(t) : C 1n(0 )  C
1
n(0 ) for any choice of c # C
1(0 ) and that .,  # H.
Then
.t. (4.48)
A first consequence of Proposition 4.3 is the following.
Proposition 4.6. Let _=(H, t, <) be an order structure on C 1n(0 )
that is preserved by Tc(t) : C 1n(0 )  C
1
n(0 ) for any choice of c # C
1(0 ). Then
N/H. (4.49)
Proof. Let . # N and B/N be an open ball centered at . . Then the
implicit function theorem implies that for .,  # H & B, provided B is
sufficiently small, the zero set z. can be smoothly deformed into z as
required by Proposition 3.4. Therefore Proposition 4.3 implies
.t for .,  # H & B. (4.50)
Let H # Ht be the equivalence class of . # B & H. Since H is dense,
. # H . For K # Ht, K{H, (4.50) implies that K & (B & H)=<. There-
fore, by Definition 2.1(ii), we have
K & B=<. (4.51)
So . # H "K for every K # Ht, K{H, and Definition 2.1(iii) implies
. # H. K
Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem A and A$. Let N, Nj , N:j and Z
be defined as before and let _=(H, t, <) be an order structure on
C1n([0, 1]) which is preserved by Tc(t) for every c # C([0, 1]).
(a) Fix : # [&1, 1], j # N, H # Ht, then we claim that either
N:j /H or N
:
j & H=<. From Proposition 4.6 we know that N/H.
Therefore to show the claim it suffices to prove that any two .,  # N:j are
equivalent. By definition, if .,  # N:j then Z(.)=Z() and .(0) (0)>0.
This implies that the zero set z. of . can be smoothly deformed into z
such that condition (ii) in Proposition 3.4 is satisfied. So Proposition 4.3
yields that .t.
(b) Let : # [+, &] and i, j # N. Then for all . # N\i and  # N
:
j
i< j implies .. (4.52)
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Fix a function c # C([0, 1]) and let *0<*1< } } } ; v0 , v1 , ... be the eigen-
values and corresponding eigenfunctions of the following problem:
{vxx+c v=*v,vx=0,
x # (0, 1),
x=0, 1.
(4.53)
From the SturmLiouville theory, we have vk # N and Z(vk)=k. We can
also assume that vk(0)>0 and \vk # N\k and therefore there is a number
t >0 such that
{.
\ :=Tc (t )(\vi+:vj) # N\i ,
: :=Tc (&t )(\vi+:vj) # N\j ,
: # [+, &]
: # [+, &],
By assumption Tc (t) preserves the order _ and hence
.\:, : # [+, &]
and (b) follows.
(c) Assume now that _ # 7s . Then the conclusion in part (a)
becomes: either Ni/H or Ni & H=<. On the other hand, the conclusion
of part (b) becomes: if i< j, then . for every . # Ni and  # Nj . From
these observations it follows that for each _ # 7s there are countable many
equivalence classes and properties (p1) and (p2) of Theorem A are satisfied
for every H, H$ # Ht.
The converse is also true. In order to show this let _=(H, t, <) be an
order structure that satisfies (p1) and (p2). Then there is a sequence
0=h0<h1< } } } (finite or infinite) such that Ht=[Hi]i=1 and
H i=\ .
hi+1&1
hi
Nj+ , (4.54)
Hi<Hj if and only if i< j. (4.55)
From Theorem 1.1(i) we know that the set 3 is discrete. So (4.54) and
Definition 2.1(iii) imply that N/H and hence [t | Tc(t) .  H] is dis-
crete. Furthermore (4.54) and Theorem 1.1(ii) imply that if Tc(t$) . # Hi ,
Tc(t) . # Hj and t$>t, then i j. Finally it follows from part (b) that for
Hi , Hj # Ht with i< j, there exist . # Hi ,  # Hj and {>0 such that
.=Tc({) .
This shows that property (iii) of Definition 2.6 is satisfied and this con-
cludes the proof of Theorem A.
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(d) We continue with the proof of Theorem A$. Property (p$1) is a
restatement of (a). Property (p$3) and the first two statements of (p$2) are
direct consequences of (b).
(e) Claim. If . # N:j and  # N
&:
j , : # [+, &], then for every
choice of n, ci # C(0 ) and {i>0, i=1, 2, ..., n,
{_‘
n
i=1
Tci({i)& ..
To show this claim, first note that N :j & N
&:
j =0, : # [+, &]. So any
sequence of arcs connecting . # N:j with  # N
&:
j must either contain the
origin or must be such that the zero number is not decreasing along this
sequence. Since solutions of (1.1) cannot go through the origin in the
function space unless they vanish identically, the claim follows from
Theorem 1.1.
In particular, it cannot be that N:j =H and N
&:
j =H $, because
otherwise condition (iii) in Definition 2.6 cannot be satisfied and hence the
claim implies that (p$2) holds for every _ # 7.
(f ) From parts (d) and (e) it follows that if _ # 7 then the conditions
(pi$), i=1, 2, 3, are satisfied. Assume now that _=(H, t, <) is an order
structure on C 1n([0, 1]) that satisfies these conditions. Then the same argu-
ment as given in part (c) shows that [t | Tc(t) .  H] is a discrete set.
Furthermore, given H, H $ # Ht, H{H $, we claim that if hH<kH $ then
i j, (4.56)
whenever N:i /H and N
;
j /H$. Therefore Theorem 1.1 implies that con-
dition (ii) of Definition 2.6 is satisfied. To prove this we first note that
hH<kH $ implies that
{hHhH $ ,kHkH$ . (4.57)
In fact, if hH>hH $ , then hH $<hH<kH $ and therefore from the first state-
ment in (p$2) it follows that NhH/H $, a contradiction to the assumption
H{H $. Thus hHhH $ . Similarly if kH>kH $ then NkH $/H, again a con-
tradiction to the assumption H{H$. Thus kHkH $ . Now if, instead of the
inequality (4.56), we have i> j, then it follows that hH$<kH and therefore
the same argument as above shows that (4.57) also with the roles of H and
H $ reversed. Thus we obtain hH=hH $ and kH=kH$ , which together with
(p$2) implies that H=H $, a contradiction to the assumption H{H $.
To show that condition (iii) of Definition 2.6 is also satisfied, we note that
if hH<kH $ then there exist N:i /H and N
;
j /H $ with i< j. Therefore, it
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follows from part (b) that there exist . # N:i ,  # N
;
j , c # C[0, 1], and
t >0 such that
.=Tc (t ) .
The statement in (ii) follows immediately. K
Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem B. Lemma 4.1 and Propositions 4.3,
4.4, and 4.5 indicate that (large) deformations of the function ., which
include deformations that smoothly deform the zero set z. or even change
the topological properties of z. , are possible without leaving the equiv-
alence class H(.) of ..
Let .,  # N be such that the zero sets z. and z are nonempty. To
prove Theorem B, it suffices to show that there exist neighbourhoods U. ,
U of .,  such that the transformations in Lemma 4.1 and Propositions
4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 allow the transformation of a function .^ # U. into a func-
tion  # U and vice versa. This can be achieved through a finite number
of steps of the type I, II, III, IV, and V given below.
(I) Assume that x1 , x2 # z. & 0 are the endpoints of an arc #/0
such that # & z.=[x1 , x2]. Since # intersects z. orthogonally, it follows
that there is a neighbourhood Q of #,
Q=[x | &$<r<r(x2)+$, 0s<$ ],
where r is the arclength on 0, r(x1)=0, r(x2)>0 and s is the distance of
x to 0, such that z. & Q is the union of two arcs as in assumption (ii) of
Proposition 3.7. Let y1 , y2 denote the other endpoints of the two arcs.
Then Proposition 4.5 implies that . can be replaced by an equivalent func-
tion . such that the zero set of . coincides with z. outside Q and with an
arc #$/Q & 0 connecting y1 and y2 (as in (iii) of Proposition 3.7) inside Q.
(II) Let 1 denote a Jordan curve and let 01 denote the bounded set
enclosed by 1. Assume that z. has the property that there exists a Jordan
curve 1/z. such that z. & 01=<, 0 & 01{< and let x # 0 & 01 be
a point such that
d(x , 1 )=d(0 & 01 , 1 ).
Let C/0 & 01 be the connected component of 0 which contains x .
Then we claim that . can be replaced by an equivalent function . such
that the zero set of . coincides with z. outside 0 1 and with a Jordan curve
1 $ inside 0 1 with the property
01 $ & 0=01 & (0"C ).
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This is again a consequence of Propositions 4.3 and 4.5. In fact, if y # 1 is
such that d(x , 1)=d(x , y ) then there exists a neighbourhood Q of
[x=*x +(1&*) y , 0*<1] of the form
Q=[x | |r|<$, 0s<|y &x |+$]
(where (r, s) are local coordinates of x # 0 and r(x )=0) such that z. & Q
is an arc # (contained in 1 ) as in assumption (iii) from Proposition 3.7. So
Propositions 4.3 and 4.5 imply that we can replace . by an equivalent
function .^ such that the zero set of .^ coincides with z. outside Q. Inside
Q we can modify the zero set so that the zero set of .^ is given by the union
of two disjoint arcs #1 and #2 with the property that one of the endpoints
of #1 (#2) coincides with an endpoint of # and the other endpoint, say,
x1 (x2), belongs to C & Q. Let #^/C be the arc with endpoints x1 and
x2 that has nonempty intersection with the complement of Q. Since
01 & z.=<, the endpoints of #^ are the only points of the zero set in #^. So
the claim follows from I.
(III) Assume that z. is the union of N2 (disjoint) Jordan curves.
Then . can be replaced by an equivalent function with a zero set that is
the union of N&1 (disjoint) Jordan curves.
The set of interiors 0i , i=1, ..., N, of the Jordan curves 1i are partially
ordered by inclusion (0i<0j if and only if 0i/0j). First we consider the
case that there are at least two maximal elements, say 01 and 02 . Then,
given y1 # 11 and y2 # 12 (here 1i , i=1, 2, are the boundaries of 0i ,
i=1, 2), there exists a smooth arc #/0"( 0i) which connects x1 and x2 .
If Q/0 is a neighbourhood of # of the form:
Q=[x | &$<r<r(x2)+$, |s|<$]
(where r is the arclength of the orthogonal projection of x on #, r(x1)=0
and s is the signed distance from #) then z. & Q consists of two arcs
#1/11 , #2/12 that can be represented by functions (&$, $ ) % s [ ri (s) #
(&$, r(x2)+$ ), i=1, 2, under the local diffeomorphism (r, s) [ x.
This observation and Proposition 4.3 imply that we can transform the
zero set of . such that outside Q the zero set remains unchanged, but
inside Q the zero set becomes the union of two arcs #^1 , #^2 which can be
represented by functions r^i , i=1, 2, have the same endpoints as #1 , #2 and
are such that the intersection of #^1 _ #^2 with a small ball centered at some
point x # # satisfies the assumptions in Proposition 3.6. Then Proposi-
tion 4.4 yields that the function . can be replaced with an equivalent func-
tion whose zero set is the union of N&1 Jordan curves. This proves III in
case there are at least two maximal elements. Next consider the case that
there is one maximal element, say 01 . Since N>2 it follows that 02 , ..., 0N
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are all contained in 01 and we can repeat the above argument with 01 and
one of the maximal elements from 02 , ..., 0N .
(IV) Assume that z.=1 is a Jordan curve such that the interior 01
of 1 is contained in 0 and let 10/0 be the boundary of a circle whose
interior is contained in 0. Then . can be replaced by an equivalent
function .^ such that z.^=10 .
This claim follows from Proposition 4.3 and the fact that 1 can be
smoothly deformed into 10 without crossing the boundary of 0. The
existence of such a deformation follows, for example, from the Riemann
mapping theorem which implies that an =-neighbourhood of 01 can be
conformally transformed into a ball. For = sufficiently small, the image of
01 inside this ball is star-shaped with respect to the center of the ball and
therefore its boundary (which is the image of 1 under the transformation)
can be smoothly deformed into a small circle. This deformation induces a
deformation of 1 into a small ellipse like curve that can be deformed
into 10 .
(V) Assume that z.=10 , the boundary of a circle contained in 0
then . is equivalent to &..
First we note that the assumption that 0 is connected and Proposi-
tion 4.3 imply that we can move 10 to any position inside 0. Therefore, if
we let 0 denote the unbounded component of the complement of 0, we
can assume that 10 is so close to C, the common boundary between 0 and
0 , that the segment of minimal distance between 10 and C is contained in
0. An argument similar to the argument used in case I yields that . is
equivalent to a function .^ such that z.^ is a small arc with endpoints
x1 , x2 # C and such that the sign of . inside 10 is the same as the sign of
.^ on the shortest of the two arcs contained in C that connects x1 and x2 .
Let
Q=[x | &$<r<r(x2)+$, 0s<$ ]
be a neighbourhood of #, the longest of the arcs contained in C that con-
nects x1 and x2 (r(x1)=0, r(x2) is the length of #). For $ sufficiently small,
the intersection z.^ & Q is the union of two arcs #1 and #2 which can be
represented by functions (&$, $ ) % s [ ri (s) # (&$, r(x2)+$), i=1, 2,
under the local diffeomorphism (r, s) [ x. Therefore Proposition 4.3 and
4.5 yield that .^ is equivalent to a function .^$ such that outside Q the func-
tions .^ and .^$ are equal and inside Q the zero set of .^$ is an arc con-
necting the endpoints of #1 and #2 that are not contained in #. So the zero
set of .^$ is a Jordan curve and the sign of .^$ outside the zero set is the
same as the sign of . inside 10 .
A finite number of applications of III yields that .^$ itself is equivalent to
a function .^" whose zero set is a Jordan curve 1 such that the interior of
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1 is contained in 0. But now IV implies that .^" is equivalent to a function
.^$$$ such that the zero of .^$$$ is 10 . Moreover, since the transformations
which are used in III and IV do not change the sign of the functions in a
small neighbourhood of C, we conclude that .^$$$ and . have opposite sign.
Hence the claim follows from Lemma 4.1.
Next let 2M, M0, denote the number of points in z. & 0. Then M
applications of type I show that it suffices to consider the case that
z. & 0=<. Since z.{< it follows that z. is the union of N1 Jordan
curves. Now N&1 applications of type III show that it suffices to consider
the case that N=1. Let K1 denote the number of connected components
of 0 inside 1. Then K applications of type II show that it suffices to con-
sider the case that the interior 01 of 1 is contained in 0. So IV shows that
it suffices to consider the case that 1=10 , where 10 is a given circle with
the property that the interior of 10 is contained in 0. Now we are in a
position to apply V and Lemma 4.1 to conclude that
{if .,  # N, z.{<, z{<if z.=z=<
then .t
then .t
Thus there is at most one order structure _=(H, t, <) # 7. Furthermore
Ht=[H1 , H2], where H1 is the cone of functions with an empty zero
set and H2=C 1n(0 )"K , where K is the cone as in the statement of
Theorem B. The comparison principle implies that it is not possible to go
from H1 to H2 along solutions of (1.1) and, therefore, H1<H2 . On the
other hand, there exist solutions of (1.1) that go from H2 to H1 . This
completes the proof of Theorem B. K
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